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The Office of Deaf Services opened for business January 3, 2003. Since that time, it
has grown from a one-person operation to a statewide program employing 19 people
over five regions and Bryce Hospital and, through contracts, providing another 60
some deaf people jobs in mental health programs. It has garnered national and international acclaim for its programming, including the Mental Health Interpreter Training
Institute. The Chartered Institute of Linguists, an organization based in London that
serves the interests of professional linguists throughout the world and acts as a respected language assessment and accredited awarding body, has recognized the
work of the Office of Deaf Services by highlighting the Mental Health Interpreter
standards as the only one of its kind in the world.
Over the years, the Office has provided quality mental health services to over 800
unique deaf and thousands of hard of hearing consumers. They field hundreds of
requests for technical assistance and consultation and provide scores of training
events reaching thousands of people yearly.
On May 4, 2018, the Office held a 15th Anniversary Open House combined with its
quarterly Advisory Group meeting. It also celebrated its move to new quarters on the
7th floor of the RSA Union building.
Other Divisions of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services Offices also moved
to the new suite. The Offices of Certification, Peer Programs and Performance
Improvement, joined in the combined Open House to celebrate their moves. The
Open House welcomed all employees from the Department as well as guests from
other Departments and Board on the 7th floor. Members of the Deaf Community were
invited to stop by as well.
Deaf Services staff were surprised with a special cake commemorating the 15 th
anniversary, presented by their new suite mates. An assortment of snack and drinks
were offered including the whimsical and popular “Candy Bar.” A great time was had
by all. 
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Thornsberry Honored For Service
at ADARA Breakout Conference

the Year, stated, “I don’t think there is a better place
other than working at ADMH Office of Deaf Services. I am
fortunate to work with an extraordinary team to provide
quality services to individuals who are Deaf/Hard of
Hearing in Alabama. I am humbled to work with
consumers who give me a chance to get to know them,
work with them, and be behind them through their
recovery process.”
Thornsberry was also named Deaf Professional of the
Year in 2017 by the Council of Organizations Serving Deaf
Alabamians. She was also presented with the 2017
RESPECT award by the consumers at the Alabama
Institute for Recovery Conference, a testimony to the wide
-ranging impact she has had on the mental health system
in Alabama. “It’s difficult to think, after these years Kim
has been with us, of Region I without Kim. She has
completely made it her own and what a great thing it has
been,” ODS Director Steve Hamerdinger noted.
ADARA is a national organization that brings together
professionals from vocational rehabilitation, mental
health, chemical health, education, interpreting, and
related fields to share best practices in working with
individuals who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing, to address
policy and program concerns, and to network. 

Kim Thornsberry, Region I Therapist for the Office of Deaf
Services, was honored by the American Deafness and
Rehabilitation Association (ADARA) for Outstanding Mental
Health Services to Deaf People at their biennial Breakout
conference in Indianapolis, April 18 – 21.
This award recognizes the recipient’s outstanding work in
mental health since the previous Breakout Conference. The
recipient can be any non-administrative person providing direct
care daily to deaf people who have mental health challenges
(i.e., residential care provider, peer support specialist,
psychotherapist, counselor, art therapist, recreation therapist,
addiction counselor, or any other in the helping professions).
She was nominated for the award by a co-worker, who
described Thornsberry’s work ethic and caring qualities. He
said, “Empowering these consumers outside of her working
hours is an invaluable trait to which we are blessed to observe
her riding the wave of change. She continues to believe in her
consumers and that being Deaf is part of a viable community
that wants the opportunity to be successful.”
Thornsberry, who was previously honored at the Southeast
Regional Institute on Deafness as their 2017 Professional of
3

ODS Regional Therapist, Kim Thornsberry
(Front row center) with the participants
of the DSAT training, February, 2016

“Hire people who are better than you are, then leave
them to get on with it. Look for people who will aim for
the remarkable, who will not settle for the routine.”
David Ogilvy
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ODS Staff Haul Hardware from COSDA
Two Office of Deaf Services staff, Steve Hamerdinger,
Director of ODS and Kent Schafer, ODS Statewide
Psychologist, were honored by the Council of Organizations
Serving Deaf Alabamians (COSDA) at their annual awards
luncheon, June 7, 2018 in Auburn.
Hamerdinger, who has been the Director of ODS for over 15
years in addition to 10 years holding a similar as Director of
the Office of Deaf and Linguistic Support Services at the
Missouri Department of
Mental Health, was presented the Earl Lindsey Lifetime
Achievement Award. Schafer
was presented with the
Leadership
Award.
This
continues a long-running
history of ODS staff picking
up major awards each year.
Schafer, was asked to
present the Earl Lindsey
Award. Part of Schafer’s
remarks
focused
on
Hamerdinger’s talent for
finding good people.
“One day, while munching on
a
peanut,
Booker
T.
Washington was contemplating how to improve Tuskegee
University, which is not too
far from the site of this
awards ceremony. He then
went out and actively
recruited the best people he
could find. One such person he found George Washington
Carver in Iowa. Carver graduated with a master’s degree from
a white man’s institution and was completely different from
his contemporaries. Booker was able to look at all that and
imagine how Carver would change the world – one peanut at
a time. This man, Stephen Hamerdinger, shares the same
traits as B. T. Washington, actively going out to recruit people
like myself and others to come and plant the seeds of growth
inside Alabama. Ten years as the director of mental health
services to deaf people in Missouri and 15 years, now 16, in
Alabama, paving the way to a better future for deaf mental
health care. He embodies exactly what this lifetime award
represents.” Hamerdinger replied that he just follows Lee
Iacocca’s advice to “Hire people brighter than me and then

get out of their way.”
Moments earlier, Hamerdinger had presented the
Leadership Award to Schafer, a unique back-to-back
presentation situation. In his remarks, Hamerdinger called
Schafer a “visionary”. “Leadership is the ability to look at a
difficult situation and envision change. It is believing change
can happen. And, it is the persistence to keep advocating
for that change.” Hamerdinger praised Schafer’s work at
the University of Alabama,
where he is working on his
doctorate in psychology.
“He has made tremendous
inroads toward overcoming
lack of awareness of deaf
issues on campus. Little
by little he is UA a more
welcoming place for deaf
people.”
Winning
awards
from
COSDA is something of a
tradition and a habit. The
COSDA Leadership Award
has been presented to
other ODS staff in the past.
Most recently, the 2015
award when to Vyron
Kinson, then the ODS
Communication Specialist.
Hamerdinger
was
the
2004 winner. The 2015
Earl Lindsey award went to
Charlene
Crump,
the
Statewide
Communications Access Coordinator. Numerous ODS staff have won
the COSDA Deaf Professional of the Year Award, including
Kim Thornsberry (2017), Scott Staubach (2013), Wendy
Lozynsky (2007) and Shannon Reese (2005).
COSDA is a consortium of Alabama agencies and organizations whose mission is service to individuals who are deaf or
hard of hearing; or programs with broader missions that
have an identifiable, significant component of services to
deaf and/or hard of hearing individuals.
A good leader takes a little more than his share of the
blame, a little less than his share of the credit.
Arnold H. Glasow
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Major Awards Won by ODS Staff
2004

SERID Interpreter of the Year - Charlene Crump
COSDA Leadership – Steve Hamerdinger

2005

COSDA Professional - Shannon Reese
NAD Golden Hand - Steve Hamerdinger

2007

COSDA Professional - Wendy Lozynsky
Consumers’ RESPECT Award - Dawn Marren
AAD Outstanding Service - Steve Hamerdinger
AAD Citizen of Year - Charlene Crump
AAD President’s Award - Shannon Reese
SERID Deaf Professional of the Year - Wendy Lozynsky

2008

COSDA Interpreter of the Year - Dawn Marren
Deaf Life’s November Deaf person of Month - Steve Hamerdinger

2010

ADMH Employee of Year - Charlene Crump
MHA "Heroes in the Fight" - Steve Hamerdinger
Gallaudet University Alice Cogswell Service Award- Steve Hamerdinger
State Executive Branch Employee of Year - Charlene Crump
COSDA Interpreter of the Year - Sereta Campbell
Sherri Van Pelt Domestic Violence Advocate of Year - Shannon Reese

2011

COSDA Interpreter of the Year – Sereta Campbell

2012

ALRID - Mary Lou Bingham Lifetime Achievement Award - Charlene Crump
COSDA interpreter of the Year - Wendy Darling

2013

COSDA Deaf Professional of the Year - Scott Staubach
COSDA Interpreter of the Year - Brian McKenny
NAD Golden Hand Award – Vyron Kinson

2015

COSDA Earl Lindsey - Charlene Crump
COSDA leadership - Vyron Kinson
ADARA Frederick Schreiber – Steve Hamerdinger

2016

NAD Knights of the Flying Fingers – Steve Hamerdinger
COSDA Interpreter of the Year – Katherine Anderson
SERID Interpreter of the Year – Katherine Anderson

2017

Consumers’ RESPECT Award - Kim Thornsberry
COSDA Deaf Professional of the Year - Kim Thornsberry

2018

ADARA Outstanding Mental Health Service to Deaf People - Kim Thornsberry
COSDA Earl Lindsey - Steve Hamerdinger
COSDA leadership - Kent Schafer
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and recovery, psychopharmacology, intersectionality, and
domestic violence and sexual assault work. These
individuals assisted the CATIE Center in the development of
six webshops and four modules, presented primarily in
American Sign Language (ASL). All online content will be
released in 2018.

Expanding Resources for Mental and
Behavioral Health Interpreting

Webshops are self-paced 90-minute interactive online
classes. They are free and open to anyone. The webshop
topics are:

Access to behavioral health services for people who are
deaf, deaf-blind, and hard of hearing through direct services
is the most desirable approach, but the need for interpreters
in behavioral health is a reality. Another reality is that there
is a fundamental deficit in the number of qualified interpreters providing mental and behavioral health interpreting services.
With a five-year grant from the U.S. Department of
Education, Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA), the
CATIE Center seeks to improve interpreters’ knowledge,
skills, and cultural competencies related to mental and
behavioral health interpreting, while also increasing the
number of qualified, diverse interpreters available to work in
these settings. RSA directs projects awarded this funding to
serve interpreters who are traditionally underrepresented in
the field, and who work with vocational rehabilitation clients.
Traditionally underrepresented communities include Deaf
interpreters, interpreters of color, people from rural areas or
areas with few credentialed Qualified Mental Health Interpreters (QMHI), men, and trilingual interpreters who use ASL
as one of their working languages.

Reimbursing the MHIT registration fee,

•

Providing academic supports while studying for the
QMHI through an individual development plan, and

•

Helping ODS develop more practicum supervisors and
practicum sites around the country.

•

Behavioral Health Interpreting: Trauma-Informed
Approach

•

Specialized Interpreting: Mental Health

•

Specialized Interpreting: Addiction and Recovery

•

Intro to Deaf/Hearing Teams in Behavioral Health Interpreting

•

Specialized Interpreting: Domestic and Sexual Assault

Nationally certified interpreters with at least three years of
experience are encouraged to take the more substantive 20hour modules. Module topics include:
•

Introduction to Mental Health Interpreting, developed in
collaboration with Steve Hamerdinger,

•

Psychopharmacology,

•

Addiction and Recovery,

•

Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault.

We recognize that our modules are in high demand and
difficult to get into at this time. Enrollment is limited to
provide the best learning experience for participants. Be
assured we are working diligently to offer each module
multiple times in 2019, 2020, and 2021.
The webshops and modules offer a basic overview of the
knowledge
and
considerations
behavioral
health
interpreters should implement in their work. Completion of
any or all of the trainings does not mean interpreters are
qualified mental health interpreters; instead, we encourage
participants to attend more in depth training, especially

The CATIE Center is also expanding online training and resources through webshops, modules, and communities of
practice. We have collaborated with subject matter experts
and contributors with background and training in addiction
Signs of Mental Health

Intersectionality in Behavioral Health Interpreting

Intersectionality is now open, and the remaining webshops
will open this summer.

To achieve these objectives, the CATIE Center is partnering
with the Alabama Department of Mental Health’s Office of
Deaf Services (ODS) to support interpreters from across the
United States and U.S. territories attending the Mental
Health Interpreter Training (MHIT) Institiute. We are grateful
for this opportunity to work with ODS to increase the number
of interpreters with the QMHI credential. The CATIE Center
will support interpreters working towards the QMHI by:
•

•

(Continued on page 11)
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Things People Ask Us
Real Issues—Real Answers
Kent,
My student may be transferring to a resource room at school,
what should I consider?
A Concerned Teacher
Dear Concerned:
The starting point for me would be to consider the divide in
perception of the classroom. Deafness is often thought as a
disability instead of a linguistic or cultural issue. Parasnis
(1998) indicates that people who are deaf tend to develop a
strong network laterally (peer to peer) rather than vertical
(parent to child). It is because of this that students who are
deaf are encouraged to develop a strong network of peers. A
student who has hearing loss and additional disabilities (Deaf
plus also known as deaf+) are more likely to be at a disadvantage for personal growth if they are unable to develop this
network inside the classroom in order to exchange ideas.
The general consensus is that measuring language
development in an academic setting is an ongoing challenge.
Identification of the various disabilities and a team approach
discussing various accommodations and modifications will be
required. The use of a classroom familiar with deafness will
have an advantage when it comes to modifying the content or
service delivery. In the mainstream environment, I believe that
they tend start by trying to identify the student’s ability to
process the oral language. One of the first universal strategies I
have observed or read about is the consideration on how much
may the student gain from phonemic awareness in order to
develop reading/comprehension.
For me, accessible communication takes precedence over
oral/aural route. Research has indicated that visual language
(baby signs, anyone?) should be introduced first then
reinforced later with oral language and/or phonemic awareness. Regardless of my point of view, a communication policy
(Siegel, 2008) must be in place for the IEP. Parents, teachers,
and support staff have to communicate and be on the same
page. Consideration must also be taken with overworking the
mental state or introducing fugue due to tiring eyes of the child.
Only when the demand of communication enters the picture,
do we see the severity of disability. Deaf+ students may be
more prone to resort to primal communication by asserting
behavior. They are more likely to have had poor incidental
learning which leads to poor coping skills. Chances are they are
7

growing up isolated. Putting them in a classroom with
different disabilities may increase this isolation. The visual
language and/or environmental cues that are necessary
and often found in multiple handicap and/or resource
rooms paint an idea of convenience. However, deaf+
students face more struggles when the environment is filled
with disarticulation and consistency.
Then there is the challenge of determining if what we see is
an underlying language processing problem or if it is a
visual-perceptual-memory problem to which I tend to label
“processing vs. perception.”
For a deaf person to process language means that we are
able to access content. This can be a challenge when we
are working with deaf+ when internalization of concept
struggles to develop. Generally, they must learn that print
signals a relationship to meaning then they have to work on
understanding function. The challenge is to develop
schemata by organizing the information then interpreting
that same information.
Perception comes from innate intelligence but the exchange
of ideas may get their signals crossed. For example: the use
of “bunny”, “horse”, and “devil” often have the same
method of delivery in sign language. A student will lock onto
one of those concepts and have difficulty perceiving the
other potential definitions. Can you imagine the Easter devil
coming to deliver eggs?
In academia, the push is for reading. I believe that a
student will not advance unless they are able to identify
words and read. I came across a study by Mayberry,
Giudace, and Lieberman (2010) on phonological awareness
and deaf children. From their collection, they calculated that
phonological awareness has 11% chance of predicting
reading success for a student with hearing loss. It is unclear
if the students were of the vanilla variety or if they faced
additional handicaps. What is clear is that students who
struggle to gain access to sound will be behind the curve,
especially in a resource room sequestered with students
who do not have auditory concerns.
While remaining sensitive to students who may have some
sort of residual hearing and a jump ahead in accessing
phonological awareness, Luckner et al (2005/2006)
struggled to find one intervention designed for phonemics
(Continued on page 8)
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Region I Lunch and Learn Events a
Hit with Mental Health Centers

Real Issues
(Continued from page 7)

from as early as 1963 up until 2003. From that
meta-analysis, Luckner et al found very few interventions
were designed for reading development. Instead, the focus
appeared to be age of onset of hearing loss.
When I think of resource rooms or additional disabilities in
the mainstream environment, I perceive language in a visual
kaleidoscope. I see a stream of signs and the user has to
determine the meaningful parts. With this streamed input,
they must derive meaning. For a room that is not familiar
with American Sign Language, it can be a challenge when
seven English words described by one iconic sign concept or
the use of seven different handshape placements may
identify one English word. This makes language extremely
difficult to engage in at times, more so if the student lacks
incidental exposure and we are at square one with coping,
conflict resolution, prevention skills, and language
dysfluency.

Region I has been keeping busy this spring/summer! Kim
Thornsberry and Keshia Farrand have been traveling around
their region, presenting Lunch and Learn sessions to the various centers they serve. Thus far they have completed sessions on “Working with Interpreters”, “Language Dysfluency
in Children”, and “Language Dysfluency in the Deaf Population”. In total, three agencies have received training over five
sessions. They are still working hard, planning three more
sessions with two agencies.

For an emergent learner, the role of being a language
detective is critical. It can be a challenge for someone who
has bits and pieces to navigate. With these bits and pieces,
we have to identify patterns and irregularities. Poor input but
good effort is often the beginning and requires redirection. It
is easier to be redirected if there is consistency in the
language service delivery. With a room designed to address
the spectrum of disabilities, it is more difficult to have
consistency when it comes to language. As a result, if it is a
perception problem, the student may spend more time
problem-solving
or
troubleshooting
the
question
encountered at the initial phase instead of trying to actually
process the information.
Hope this helps.
Kent
Resources:
Luckner, J.L., Sebald, A.M., Cooney, J., Young, J., & Muir, S.G.
(2005). An examination of the evidence-based literacy research in deaf education. American Annals of the Deaf, 150
(5), 443-456.
Mayberry, R.I., Del Guidice, A.A., & Lieberman, A.M. (2011).
Reading achievement in relation to phonological coding and
awareness in deaf readers: A meta-analysis. Journal of Deaf
Studies and Deaf Education, 16(2), 164-188.
Parasnis, I. (1998). Cultural and language diversity and the
deaf experience. Cambridge University Press.
Siegel, L.M. (2008). The human right to language: Communication access for deaf children. Gallaudet Univ Pr. 
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Keshia Farrand and Kim Thornsberry conduct short
information sessions, called “Lunch and Learn”.
In their sessions on “Working with Interpreters”, Thornsberry
and Farrand discuss laws and regulations, as well as boundaries and etiquette. They guided attendees through what a
session would look like with a single interpreter, as well as a
deaf interpreter. They were quite impressed with the questions that attendees asked, such as how they can make sure
the interpreters get adequate breaks during longer sessions
and how family sessions may impact the dynamics.
In their sessions on language dysfluency, they discussed the
various causes of language dysfluency and how it may present during sessions. Thornsberry and Farrand also discussed how interpreters can work with clinicians to provide
the best care possible to each client by describing the techniques that interpreters may employ and what that means for
the clinicians.
These Lunch and Learn sessions have been met with great
enthusiasm and requests for more in the near future. Way to
go Region I! 
8

longest and most amended constitution still operative anywhere in the world.)

Last May 4th, ODS had an Open
House/Anniversary celebration. It created a chance to reflect on 15 years of labor, of
blood (usually figurative), sweat and tears (often literal). At
times the journey has felt like Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride. At other
times, it has felt more like the Tower of Terror. But it has
never been boring.
When I spend time reflecting on those years, what sticks the
most in my mind are the clients and the staff. While HIPAA
prevents me from talking much about our success
stories with consumers – and there are many that simply
delight us – there are fewer restrictions on bragging about the
staff.
Three of the first people hired to ODS are still here. Charlene
Crump, Brian McKenny and Shannon Reese all arrived in the
in the last half of 2003 to early 2004. Over the years, many
people have come and gone – over 60 between ODS and the
Bailey Deaf Unit. Some have gone on to do some great things.
Some have had interesting tenures. Ben Hollingsworth was a
Regional Therapist in three of our five regions.
Most have moved on to other, often bigger and better, things.
We miss them even as we are happy for them. A few we would
prefer not to think about. I’m pretty sure those feelings are
reciprocal. Not everyone is a good fit for our work, and we
hold those who moved on no ill-will.
Some incredibly versatile people have joined the staff lately.
Both Kent Schafer and Jag Dawadi are dually trained to work
with mental illness and substance use disorders. Katherine
Anderson is both a licensed Masters of Social work and a
Qualified Mental Health Interpreter.
ODS regional staff interpreters are amazing people. They win
hearts at the mental health centers and their
“ambassadorship” makes it possible for our clinicians to do
their work. In addition to being incredibly competent at what
they do, some are as sweet as pecan pie and as smooth as oil
glass, and some are mean bakers whose baked goods have
done more to open doors than all the laws in the 1901 Alabama State Constitution. (Fun fact: At 310,296 words, the
document is 12 times longer than the average state constitution, 44 times longer than the U.S. Constitution, and is the

We have had some great clinicians and interpreters over the
years. I have to admit, though, the current line-up is one
that I will proudly hold up before any group, anywhere in the
country. Two of them were honored this year by various
organizations; Kim Thornsberry, by ADARA and COSDA, and
Kent Schafer by COSDA. Their stories are elsewhere in this
issue. Then again, winning awards and recognition has
become part of the ODS culture. Don’t get me wrong, we
like the accolades. But that’s not why we do this work. We
do it for the people we serve.
Jag Dawadi and Amanda Somdal had great reputations as
therapists in their former positions. When they joined the
staff, it was like putting our program in afterburner. It
allowed us to be in position to give back by offering clinical
internships. Region V therapist, Miranda Nichols, was here
a year ago and she showed us promise and we asked her to
stay on. LaShawnda Lowe and Michael Wheatley completed
their counseling and social work internships, respectively,
and have us wishing we had some open clinical positions so
we can hang on to them. We haven’t given up trying to find
a way, though our attempts to find a clause in those
310,296 words that would allow us to declare them
essential state resources that may not be removed from
Alabama have been unsuccessful as of yet.
The communication team, guided by Charlene Crump, is
blessed with the presence of steady, experienced hands,
such as Sereta Campbell, Brian McKenny and Lee
Stoutamire who are all helping to develop the talents of our
“younger” interpreters, Keshia Farrand, Katherine Anderson
and Jennifer Kuyrkendall. All three of them will probably
bristle at being called “young terps,” but I am an old man,
and I can get away with saying that to them pipsqueaks. All
three are accomplished and becoming more so with each
passing year. All three are also now QMHI certified.
All of this was on my mind as I was presented with COSDA’s
Earl Lindsey Lifetime Achievement Award. It felt like the
committee should have given the award to ODS. I was just
the guy that hired these incredible people and had enough
sense not to try to micromanage them. I’m proud as I can be
of what the ODS team is doing. I don’t lay awake at night
wondering what will happen to Deaf Services when I “go
home,” as they say down here in Alabama. They are taking
more and more of the day to day operational decisions. This
is a good thing. A program needs to have a succession plan
and a vision for the future. As I See It, this group may have
me watching my back, lest they put me out to pasture
too soon. 

with Deaf clients, which include the need for a
greater understanding of the norms and values held
by the community, communication needs on an individual basis, barriers to access, and the psychosocial effects of widespread oppression.

Important Recent
Articles of Interest

Source: Chatzidamianos, G., McCarthy, R. A., Du Feu, M., Rosselló, J., & McKenna, P. J. (2018). Language abnormality in
deaf people with schizophrenia: a problem with classifiers.
Cognitive Neuropsychiatry, 1-13.
Abstract: Introduction: Although there is evidence for
language abnormality in schizophrenia, few studies
have examined sign language in deaf patients with
the disorder. This is of potential interest because a
hallmark of sign languages is their use of classifiers
(semantic or entity classifiers), a reference-tracking
device with few if any parallels in spoken languages.
This study aimed to examine classifier production
and comprehension in deaf signing adults with schizophrenia. Method: Fourteen profoundly deaf signing
adults with schizophrenia and 35 age- and IQmatched deaf healthy controls completed a battery
of tests assessing classifier and noun comprehension and production. Results: The patients showed
poorer performance than the healthy controls on
comprehension and production of both nouns and
entity classifiers, with the deficit being most marked
in the production of classifiers. Classifier production
errors affected handshape rather than other parameters such as movement and location. Conclusions:
The findings suggest that schizophrenia affects language production in deaf patients with schizophrenia
in a unique way not seen in hearing patients.

Henner, J., Novogrodsky, R., Reis, J., & Hoffmeister, R.
(2018). Recent Issues in the use of Signed Language Assessments for Diagnosis of Language Disorders in Signing
Deaf and Hard of Hearing children. The Journal of Deaf Studies and Deaf Education, 1-10.
Abstract: In recent years, normed signed language
assessments have become a useful tool for researchers, practitioners, and advocates. Nevertheless, there are limitations in their application, particularly for the diagnosis of language disorders, and
learning disabilities. Here, we discuss some of the
available normed, signed language assessments
and some of their limitations. We have also provided information related to practices that should lead
to improvement in the quality of signed language
assessments.
Checchetto, A., Geraci, C., Cecchetto, C., & Zucchi, S. (2018).
The language instinct in extreme circumstances: The transition to tactile Italian Sign Language (LISt) by Deafblind signers . Glossa: a journal of general linguistics , 3 (1 ), 66 . DOI:
Abstract: Tactile sign languages used by Deafblind
signers are most often acquired by signers competent in a visual sign language who can no longer rely
on the grammatical system of the visual language
as it is, since some of its features are lost due to the
loss of vision. A natural question is which repair
strategies are adopted to compensate for the loss
of the grammatical features of the visual language
that can no longer be perceived. We argue that the
transformation of LIS (Italian Sign Language) into
tactile Italian Sign Language (LISt) is constrained by
grammatical principles, rather than reflecting communication strategies that in principle might compensate for the visual loss equally well. Certain innovations are introduced to carry over the grammatical features of LIS to LISt. Even when LISt undergoes processes that make it diverge from LIS, these
processes are attested in other natural languages.
For example, among the innovations unconsciously
introduced by LISt signers we found an instance of
cross-modal grammaticalization. Our research suggests that tactile languages have the potential of
becoming complete grammatical systems, at least

Sgroi, A. E., & Sinclair, S. J. (2018). Cultural Implications for
Mental Health Professionals Working with Deaf Individuals.
The New School Psychology Bulletin, 15(1), 55-69.
Abstract: The current paper reviews the history of
oppression, education, and mental health treatment
of Deaf and Hard of Hearing clients, as well as the
clinical and cultural implications of working with
these populations in different settings. The impact of
specific world events (e.g., World War II) and other
important controversies (e.g., the cochlear implant
debate) are explored initially, particularly in terms of
how they informed the eventual development of ethically and culturally sensitive approaches to mental
health care for Deaf clients. The paper concludes
with specific recommendations for clinicians working

(Continued on page 11)
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Recent Articles
(Continued from page 10)

when they build on previous knowledge of a visual
sign language.
Östling, R., Börstell, C., & Courtaux, S. (2018). Visual Iconicity
Across Sign Languages: Large-Scale Automated Video Analysis
of Iconic Articulators and Locations. Frontiers in Psychology, 9.
Abstract: We use automatic processing of 120,000
sign videos in 31 different sign languages to show a
cross-linguistic pattern for two types of iconic form–
meaning relationships in the visual modality. First, we
demonstrate that the degree of inherent plurality of
concepts, based on individual ratings by non-signers,
strongly correlates with the number of hands used in
the sign forms encoding the same concepts across
sign languages. Second, we show that certain concepts are iconically articulated around specific parts
of the body, as predicted by the associational intuitions by non-signers. The implications of our results
are both theoretical and methodological. With regard
to theoretical implications, we corroborate previous
research by demonstrating and quantifying, using a
much larger material than previously available, the
iconic nature of languages in the visual modality. As
for the methodological implications, we show how
automatic methods are, in fact, useful for performing
large-scale analysis of sign language data, to a high
level of accuracy, as indicated by our manual error
analysis.
Crivelli, C., & Fridlund, A. J. (2018). Facial displays are tools
for social influence. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 2(5), 388399.
Abstract: Like non-human animal signals, human facial displays are an important way that we regulate our
social interactions, whether they are in public or in
private, and whether our ‘interactants’ are real or
fantasied people, non-human animals, virtual agents,
or even inanimate objects toward which we attribute
agency. Facial displays are not fixed, semantic readouts of internal states such as emotions or intentions, but flexible tools for social influence. Facial
displays are not about us, but about changing the
behavior of those around us. The behavioral ecology
view of facial displays (BECV) is an externalist and
functionalist approach to facial behavior that reconceives it as signaling contingent social action. Based
on modern theories of signal evolution and animal
communication, the behavioral ecology view of facial
displays (BECV) reconceives our ‘facial expressions of
11

emotion’ as social tools that serve as lead signs
to contingent action in social negotiation. BECV
offers an externalist, functionalist view of facial
displays that is not bound to Western conceptions
about either expressions or emotions. It easily
accommodates recent findings of diversity in facial displays, their public context-dependency, and
the curious but common occurrence of solitary
facial behavior. Finally, BECV restores continuity
of human facial behavior research with modern
functional accounts of non-human communication, and provides a non-mentalistic account of
facial displays well-suited to new developments in
artificial intelligence and social robotics. 

Expanding Resources for Mental and Behavioral
Health Interpreting
(Continued from page 6)

MHIT. We intend to expand the communities of practice
(CoP) for interpreters who are practicing in these behavioral
health specialties. They will work together in the CoP to
address the challenges they face and improve their practice.
To promote these resources, we hosted an informational
webinar through the National Clearinghouse of
Rehabilitation Training Materials entitled, “Behavioral Health
Interpreting: Specialty Training for Building New
Competences for Sign Language Interpreters,” which can be
accessed here: https://ncrtm.ed.gov/WebinarDetails.aspx?
WebinarId=109. This webinar, presented in English with
captions and ASL interpretation, has been archived and will
continue to be accessible until July 15, 2018. Participants
may request .1 CEU for completing this webinar (for
instructions, see the webinar).
For more information on the Behavioral Health Interpreting
project, visit our website HealthcareInterpreting.org. There
you’ll find links to join our mailing list, and follow us on
Facebook and Twitter.
The St. Catherine University CATIE Center Behavioral Health
Interpreting Project is funded by the U.S. Department of
Education, Rehabilitation Services Administration, award
H160D160003. The contents of this article were developed
under a grant from the Department of Education. However,
these contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the
Department of Education, and you should not assume
endorsement by the Federal government. 
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Danielle Bull Begins Clinical
Internship

back home and then worked as a deaf services
coordinator at the Independent Living Center of Mobile.
Her passion to become a mental health therapist thrived
after working with several consumers in this field. Now
she has joined the Alabama Department of Mental
Health, Office of Deaf Services, as an intern. She asked to
join ODS because it provides the best services in the
southeast region. She is excited to work towards getting
her master's and license to become a mental
health therapist. 

Danielle Elliott Bull is a
resident of Mobile,
Alabama. She has been
profoundly deaf since birth.
She is a mother to a
wonderful little boy of three,
Parker, who is also deaf.
She is currently pursuing
her master's in Counseling
and Mental Health Therapy
at Troy University to become
a mental health therapist.
She received her bachelor's
degree in Communications, specialized in Public Relations,
from the University of South Alabama. After graduation, she
moved to Hattiesburg, Mississippi, to work as a vocational rehabilitation counselor for the deaf at the Mississippi Department of Rehabilitation Services. In 2011, she decided to move

Recent ODS Promotions
Amanda Somdal recently received her Licensed
Independent Clinical Social Worker, which brought with it
a promotion to Deaf Therapist III. In this role, Somdal will
be instrumental in helping us develop the next generation
of clinicians.
Jennifer Kuyrkendall passed her Qualified Mental Health
Interpreter exam and was promoted to Mental Health
Interpreter III. She is based at Bryce Hospital. 

Current Qualified Mental Health Interpreters

Becoming a Qualified Mental Health Interpreter in Alabama requires a rigorous course of study, practice, and examination that takes most people nearly a
year to complete. It involves 40 hours of classroom time, 40 hours of supervised practica and a comprehensive examination covering all aspects of mental
health interpreting. (Alabama licensed interpreter are in Italics)  Denotes Certified Deaf Interpreters . *Denotes QMHI- Supervisors.
Charlene Crump, Montgomery*
Denise Zander, Wisconsin
Nancy Hayes, Talladega
Brian McKenny, Montgomery*
Dee Johnston, Talladega
Lisa Gould, Mobile
Gail Schenfisch, Wyoming
Dawn Vanzo, Huntsville
Wendy Darling, Montgomery
Pat Smartt, Sterrett
Lee Stoutamire, Mobile
Frances Smallwood, Huntsville
Cindy Camp, Piedmont
Lynn Nakamoto, Hawaii
Roz Kia, Hawaii
Kathleen Lamb, North Carolina
Stacy Lawrence, Florida
Sandy Peplinski, Wisconsin
Katherine Block, Wisconsin*
Steve Smart, Wisconsin
Stephanie Kerkvliet, Wisconsin
Nicole Kulick, South Carolina*
Janet Whitlock, Georgia
Sereta Campbell, Tuscaloosa*
Thai Morris, Georgia
Tim Mumm, Wisconsin
Patrick Galasso, Vermont
Kendra Keller, California
June Walatkiewicz, Michigan
Melanie Blechl, Wisconsin
Sara Miller, Wisconsin
Jenn Ulschak, Tennessee
Kathleen Lanker, California
Debra Barash, Wisconsin
Tera Cater Vorpahl, Wisconsin
Julayne Feilbach, New York
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Sue Gudenkauf, Wisconsin
Tamera Fuerst, Wisconsin
Rhiannon Sykes-Chavez, New Mexico
Roger Williams, South Carolina*
Denise Kirby, Pennsylvania
Darlene Baird, Hawaii
Stacy Magill, Missouri
Camilla Barrett, Missouri
Angela Scruggs, Tennessee
Andrea Nelson, Oregon
Michael Klyn, California
Cali Luckett, Texas
Mariah Wojdacz, Georgia
David Payne, North Carolina
Amber Mullett, Wisconsin
Nancy Pfanner, Texas
Jennifer Janney, Delware
Stacie Bickel, Missouri*
Tomina Schwenke, Georgia
Bethany Batson, Tennessee
Karena Poupard, North Carolina
Tracy Kleppe, Wisconsin
Rebecca De Santis, New Mexico
Nicole Keeler, Wisconsin
Sarah Biello, Washington, D.C.
Scottie Allen, Wisconsin
Maria Kielma, Wisconsin
Erin Salmon, Georgia
Andrea Ginn, New Mexico
Carol Goeldner, Wisconsin
Susan Faltinson, Colorado
Crystal Bean, Arizona
Mistie Owens, Utah
Claire Alexander, Minnesota
Amanda Gilderman, Minnesota
Jolleen Hudson, Washington State
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Melissa Marsh, Minnesota
Bridget Sabatke, Minnesota
Adrienne Bodisch, Pennsylvania
Beth Moss, Tennessee
Jasmine Lowe, Georgia
Pam Hill, Georgia
Lori Erwin, Georgia
Jenae Hanson, Minnesota
Katherine Anderson, Tuscaloosa
Christina Healy, Oregon
Becky Lukkason, Minnesota
Leia Sparks, Wisconsin
Roxanna Sylvia, Massachusetts
LaShawnda Lowe, Georgia
Leia Sparks, Wisconsin
Jamie Garrison, Wisconsin (Emeritus)
Deb Walker, Georgia
Tara Tobin-Rogers, New York*
Leah Rushing, Georgia
Keshia Farrand, Huntsville
Lori Milcic, Pennsylvania
Shawn Vriezen, Minnesota
Kathleen Drerup, Texas
Melody Fico, Utah
Emily Engel, Minnesota
LaVern Lowe, Georgia
Paula MacDonald, Minnesota
Margaret Montgomery, Minnesota
Rachel Effinger, Virginia
Karen Holzer, Wisconsin
Rebecca Conrad-Adams, Ohio
Dixie Duncan, Minnesota
Brandi Hoie, Minnesota
Renae Bitner, North Dakota
Jennifer Kuyrkendall, Tuscaloosa

Help Wanted — Join Our Team
Office of Deaf Services, Alabama Department of Mental Health
MH Interpreter III Tuscaloosa

Visual Gestural Specialist III

SALARY RANGE:

SALARY RANGE: 79 ($50,119.20 - $76,348.80)

WORK LOCATION:

80 ($52,663.20 - $80,287.20)
Bryce Hospital (Tuscaloosa)

Work Location: Bryce Hospital (Tuscaloosa)

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Certified as an Interpreter by the Registry
of Interpreters for the Deaf or National Association of the Deaf IV/V or
equivalent, plus (24 months or more) full-time experience interpreting
in a variety of different settings OR (12 months or more) full-time experience interpreting in a mental health setting with QMHI certification.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Certified as an Interpreter by the
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf or National Association of the
Deaf IV/V or equivalent, plus (24 months or more) full-time experience interpreting in a variety of different settings OR (12 months or
more) full-time experience interpreting in a mental health setting
Note: If these minimum qualifications cannot be met, the application with QMHI certification.
may be considered for a Mental Health Interpreter II or a Mental
Note: If these minimum qualifications cannot be met, the applicaHealth Interpreter I position.
tion may be considered for a Visual Gestural Specialist II or a Visual
Gestural Specialist I position.
• ·Mental Health Interpreter II (B8600) – Salary Range 77
($45,501.60 - $69,098.40) – Certified as an Interpreter by the • Visual Gestural Specialist II (B8100) – Salary Range 77
($45,501.60 - $69,098.40) – Certified as an Interpreter by the
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf or National Association of the
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf or National Association of
Deaf IV/V or equivalent.
the Deaf IV/V or equivalent.
• ·Mental Health Interpreter I (B8500) – Salary Range 75 • Visual Gestural Specialist I (B8000) – Salary Range 75
($41,258.40 - $62,529.60) – Graduation from a recognized In($41,258.40 - $62,529.60) – Bachelor’s degree in Communiterpreter Training Program.
cations, Psycholinguistics, Deaf Studies, or a related field, OR
High School Diploma/GED equivalency, plus considerable (48
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENT: Must be licensed or eligible for
months or more) programmatic experience in the field of deaflicensure by the Alabama Licensure Board of Interpreters and
ness.
Transliterators. Must be certified as a QMHI (Qualified Mental Health
Interpreter) or its equivalent. Must have a valid driver’s license to NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Must be licensed by the Alaoperate a vehicle in the State of Alabama.
bama Licensure Board of Interpreters and Transliterators. Must be
certified as a QMHI (Qualified Mental Health Interpreter) or its equivThis is responsible professional work in the Office of Deaf Services alent. Must have a valid driver’s license to operate a vehicle in the
(ODS) at Bryce Hospital. This individual will work with individuals who State of Alabama.
are deaf or hard of hearing, and who are either patients of Bryce Hospital or consumers of the regional community with severe mental ill- KIND OF WORK: This is responsible professional work with the Office
ness, to assist them with returning to the community or more inde- of Deaf Services (ODS) at our Bryce Hospital location. This individupendent levels of functioning and avoiding inappropriate treatment. al will function as a Qualified Mental Health Interpreter Coordinator
Responsibilities include interpreting for staff of Bryce Hospital who are interpreting between deaf individuals and hearing interpreters, and
deaf or hard of hearing; coordinating interpreting services for the facili- providing interpreting services for situations involving patients and
ty or regional community and providing timely monitoring of interpreter
consumers who are deaf or hard of hearing, as well as Alabama
invoices by providers; participating in training as it relates to Mental
Health, Deafness, and Interpreting to increase knowledge of issues Department of Mental Health staff or its providers, facilities, and
relating to deaf individuals within mental health settings; providing employees who are deaf. Responsibilities include coordinating or
Communication Assessments required by the program standards; providing language instruction and exposure to patients and conparticipating as member of the Sign Language Proficiency Interview sumers who are deaf or hard of hearing to improve communication
abilities; coordinating visual gestural services and monitoring providTeam; and providing clinical supervision to lower level interpreters.
er invoices for appropriateness; providing communication assessHOW TO APPLY FOR EITHER POSITION: Use an official application for ments of consumers who are deaf or hard of hearing; participating
Professional Employment (Exempt Classification) which may be ob- as a member of the Sign Language Proficiency Interview Team; partained from this office, other Department of Mental Health Facility ticipating in training related to mental health, deafness, and interPersonnel Offices, or visit our website at www.mh.alabama.gov. Only preting; attending meetings with supervisor and MH Interpreters to
work experience detailed on the application will be considered. Addi- increase language competencies and prepare for national certificational sheets, if needed, should be in the same format as the applica- tion/state licensure; assisting with video-based educational or testtion.
Resumes will not be accepted in lieu of an official ing related materials for the department in sign language; and
application. Applications should be returned to Human Resource providing supervision to ITP student interpreters through linkage
Management, Department of Mental Health, P.O. Box 301410, Mont- agreements with universities, as well as visual gestural and certified
gomery, Alabama 36130-1410 Copies of License/ Certifications deaf interpreter clinical supervision to practicum interpreters under
should be forwarded with your application. An official copy of academ- clinical supervision of a MH Interpreter IV or a Visual Gestural Speic transcripts is required and must be forwarded by the school, col- cialist IV.
lege, or university to the personnel office at the above address.
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DEAF SERVICES DIRECTORY
Alabama Department of Mental Health
(Mailing Address) P.O. Box 301410
(Physical Address) 100 North Union Street, Montgomery ,Alabama 36130
Central Office
Steve Hamerdinger, Director, Deaf Services
Steve.Hamerdinger@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (334) 239-3558
Text: (334) 652-3783

Lee Stoutamire, Regional Interpreter
Lee.Stoutamire@mh.alabama.gov
AltaPointe Health Systems
501 Bishop Lane N. Mobile, AL 36608
Office: (251) 461-3447
VP: (251) 281-2258

Charlene Crump, State Coordinator
Communication Access
Charlene.Crump@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (334) 353-7415
Cell: (334)324-1972

Region IV
Amanda Somdal, Therapist
Montgomery Area Mental Health Authority
2140 Upper Wetumka Road
Montgomery, AL 36107
Office: (334) 440-8888
Cell: (205) 909-7307

Shannon Reese, Service Coordinator
Shannon.Reese@mh.alabama.gov
VP: (334) 239-3780
Text: (334)-294-0821

Brian McKenny, Regional Interpreter
Brian.Mckenny@mh.alabama.gov
P.O. Box 301410
Montgomery Alabama 36130
Cell: (334) 462-8289

Joyce Carvana, Administrative Assistant
Joyce.Carvana@mh.alabama.gov
Main Number: (334) 353-4703
FAX: (334) 242-3025

Region V
Miranda Nichols, Therapist
Miranda.Nichols@mh.alabama.gov
JBS Mental Health Authority
604 27th Street South
Birmingham, Alabama 35233
Text: (334) 324-4066

Region I
Kim Thornsberry, Therapist
Kim.Thornsberry@mh.alabma.gov
WellStone Behavioral Health
4040 South Memorial Pkwy
Huntsville, AL 35802
Office: (256) 217-4308
Text: (256) 665-2821

Katherine Anderson, Regional Interpreter
Katherine.Anderson@mh.alabama.gov
11 West Oxmoor Road, Suite 210
Birmingham, AL 35209
Office: (205) 409-4858

Keshia Farrand, Regional Interpreter
Keshia.Farrand@mh.alabama.gov
Cell: (256) 929-9208

Bryce Based
Kent Schafer, Statewide Psychologist
Bryce Psychiatric Hospital
1651 Ruby Tyler Parkway
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
Kent.Schafer@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (205) 409-4858

Region II
Kent Schafer, Psychologist/Therapist
(See Bryce based)
Sereta Campbell, Regional Interpreter
Sereta.Campbell@mh.alabama.gov
Bryce Psychiatric Hospital
1651 Ruby Tyler Parkway
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
Cell: (334) 328-7548

Jennifer Kuyrkendall, Interpreter
Jennifer.Kuyrkendall@mh.aabama.gov
Office: 205-507-8494
Cell/Text: 334-303-0411

Region III
Jag Dawadi, Therapist
Jag.Dawadi@mh.alabama.gov
Region III DD office
3280 Dauphin Street, Building B, Suite 100
Mobile, AL 36606
Office: (251) 234-6038
Text: (251) 721-2604
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Recruiting: Mental Health Interpreter I
Recruiting: Communication Specialist
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WE ARE COMPLETELY SOLD OUT FOR THE 5TH
STRAIGHT YEAR!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

